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Recreate the Lomographic photo style

Recreatethe
Lomographlc
photostyle
turn up the saturation
and contrast for a quality Lomo effect

Take any image and

omography started in the early Eighties when Russian camera
manufacturers created the LOMO LC-A Compact Automat. This
cheap camera was by no means a quality product. Characteristics
were hiqhly saturated colours, high contrast and sometimes
blurry images, creating a hyper-real style of photography. Somewhere in
the early Nineties, the Lomo trend caught on and is now considered a cult of
sorts. lf you visit the Lomographic Society lnternational you'll find the ten rules
of Lomography, all of which downplay formal techniques and encourage
experimentation. ln fact, the tenth rule is'don't worry about any rules'.
Lomography is to photography what Dadaism and Surrealism are to art. Snap
as many photos as you can, take your camera wherever you go, and don't worry

about exposure, metering or precise camera work. The focus is on the accidents
that happen while you shoot. This is very appealing to many because it's lowcost, takes a minimum of effort, and any image is a good image. Photographers
are encouraged to cross-process their

film after shooting on their cheap Lomo

cameras. This tends to add to the surreal nature of the style.
We're going to take an average image of a haystack and Lomographise it in
Photoshop. There are many approaches, but this one is fairly simple and relies on

non-destructive adjustment layers, which makes them easy to adjust if you need
to fine-tune hue, saturation or contrast. So in the spirit of Lomography's motto
'don't think, just shoot from the hip!ljump in and don't think, just Photoshop it!
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tntermediate
Expert

Tutorial files
Action
Final PSD

image

look to its images - they a re overly vibrant. To
help in this process, create a duplicate of the
original image layer and apply a Diffuse filter
(Fi lter>Styl ize> Diffu se). 5e ect An isotro pic. N ow
I

changethelayertoLightenalT})/oOpacity.
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top of the layer stack. Select the Green channel.
Move the Red slider to -1570 and Green slider to
+115o/o. Select the Blue channel. Move the Red
to -1 570 a n d B ue s d e r to + l 1 So/o.Cl ick O K
and change the blend mode to Color.
s
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Curves dialog select the Red channel. lf your
Curves dialog doesn't show the finer square grid,
Alt/Opt-click on the grid. The squares become

subdivided further. Drag the top right curve to
the left by one square and the bottom left point
to the right by one square, as shown above.
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dialog, selectthe Green channel and move the
top and bottom points in the same directions
as the red curve, but this time move the points
over bytwo squares. Select the Blue channel and
repeat this process. When done, click OK and
change the curve blend mode to Saturation.
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selection around the edge of your image. Then
feather the selection (Select>Mod ify>Feather).
The amount you feather will depend upon your
image, but a rough guide is to feather by about
1/6the size ofthe overall image.

curves DuPlicate the curve

to Hue. Double-click on the curve to open the
dialog. Keep the green and blue curves as is, but
change the red curve so the top-right point is
moved down by two squares at the right edge.
Now drag the bottom-left point up two squares
atthe left edge, as shown above.
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Hue

layer and change the blend mode
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nd th en create
the se ection (Ctrl/Cm d+Sh ift+l) a ",l"T
a new Levels adjustment layer at the top of the
layer stack. Move the Gamma (middle) slider
to.33.This will create a very smooth vignette
around your image.This is only half of the
vignette process, but it's a good start. And it can
be altered later as you see fit.
I
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layer and create a slight'S'contrast curve in the

main RGB channel. Change the blend mode to
Luminosity so it doesn't affect the image colour.
This bumps up contrast that can sometimes get
lost with the saturation and hue adjustments. lt's
also a characteristic ofthe Lomo hyper-realism
you're trying to achieve.
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the Levels adjustment layer maskto recreate
the vignette selection. Now create a new layer
and change the blend mode to Hard Light.
Fillthe selection with solid black (Edit>Fillwith
Use: Black). Change the opacityto 6070 and
d esel

ect (Ctrl/Cmd+D).
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part one

Go back to
the Layers adjustment
(the first part of your
vignette)and reduce
the opacityto 50o/o.
Note that if you want
to affect the range and
depth of the vignette
you can playwith the
opacity of the top Hard
Light layer or the Levels
layer until it suits you.
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Final touches part two (optionaD

Select the Hard Light layer
top of the layer stack. Create a new Photo Filter adjustment
layer and select a filter that works well with your image. ln this case, a
warming filter enhances the depth of the haystack. Don't be afraid to try
various photo filters out, especiallythe warming and cooling filters.
at the

Vibrancy/
Saturation
sliders
::|,,!r;0,,
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can achieve better
results opening the
image in Camera
Raw, and since
JPGs and TIFFs
are now supported,
there's no reason
not to try it out. ln the
Camera Raw dialog
increase Contrast to
+10, Clarity 1o25,
Vibrancy to + 40 and
Saturation to +20.
This eliminates the
need for all Curve
adjustment layers
and Channel Mixer
layers. Look on the
CD for both an action
for non-CS3 users,
and a Bridge preset
if using CS3.
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